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BEIJING: China confirmed yesterday that it is investi-
gating six Japanese citizens, following a Japanese
news report that Chinese authorities had detained
six men possibly for spying. Foreign ministry spokes-
woman Hua Chunying said at a regular briefing that
six Japanese nationals are suspected of engaging in
“illegal activities,” but did not give details. Japan’s
Kyodo News reported earlier that three Japanese
were detained in Shandong province and three in
Hainan province - two regions with major Chinese
naval facilities - in March.

Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga
said yesterday that China told Japan that authorities
detained six Japanese in Hainan and Shandong
provinces in March for violation of domestic law. He
said he would not provide further details. China has
periodically detained Japanese citizens on suspicion
of spying, including four in 2015. 

Last December, a Chinese military-run newspaper
lashed out at Kyodo for publishing photos of an
under-construction aircraft carrier and suggested
that the incident highlighted the need for China to

better protect its military secrets, even though satel-
lite images of the vessel were publicly available at
the time. China’s government and state media have
repeatedly warned of the country’s vulnerability to
foreign spies. 

Beijing, the capital, has encouraged neighbor-
hood patrols and offered cash rewards of more than
$70,000 for tips about foreign agents, while the
national government has introduced an annual
“National Security Education Day” and disseminated
cartoon posters warning government workers to stay

vigilant against attractive foreigners who might seek
to seduce them. 

China’s government crippled a US spy network in
China by killing or imprisoning more than a dozen
CIA sources between 2010 and 2012, The New York
Times reported Sunday. Hua, the foreign ministry
spokeswoman, declined to comment about the
Times article yesterday but said that as a general
matter, China’s state security apparatus investigates
threats to national security and carries out its duties
effectively and according to law.—AP

China confirms detention of six Japanese amid report of spying

BANGKOK: A bomb struck a Bangkok military hospital yes-
terday and wounded 21 people — one seriously — three
years to the day after the Thai army seized power in the
politically unstable kingdom. The small device-which

police said was potentially deadly — went off near the VIP
section of King Mongkut hospital as patients and their fam-
ilies waited for prescriptions, shattering glass and sending
smoke into the corridors. Hospital director Saroj Keokajee
said the “low intensity bomb” injured 21 people, among
them retired military officers. “Eight people were admitted
to hospital to observe their condition... among them is one
woman who needed surgery because of shrapnel buried in

her jaw,” he said. Thailand has remained starkly divided
since the May 22, 2014 coup, but dissent has broadly been
smothered by a military with sweeping security powers.
While it was not immediately clear who was behind the

blast, Thailand has a long history of bomb attacks on sym-
bolic dates-carried out by militant political factions or sepa-
ratists linked to an insurgency in the Muslim-majority south.

Investigators said the bomb may be linked to two other
similarly small devices that went off in recent weeks, one
outside Bangkok’s National Theatre a week ago and anoth-
er left in a Bangkok bin in early April. Both were too low
yield to cause significant injury. But police said yesterday’s

device, while similar in size, was more serious because it
was packed with nails. 

“The people who did this are brutal,” national police
chief Chakthip Chaijinda, told reporters. “If they (the nails)
had directly impacted, they could cause death.” The clinic
in central Bangkok is often used by serving and retired
members of the armed forces but also treats civilians. Saroj
said no senior military officers were near the blast.
Regardless of the motive, the blast will raise the political
temperature in Thailand where violence had declined
under the military’s stranglehold.

Forced stability    
Despite a veneer of stability Thais remain divided and

uncertain over the future three years after the ousting of
the elected government of Yingluck Shinawatra. Protest
and political gatherings are banned while dissidents have
been rounded up on charges of sedition or breaching junta
orders, or under draconian royal defamation legislation.
Militant elements among pro-democracy groups have
either been arrested or gone to ground.

The one region where daily violence and large bomb
blasts persist is the country’s “Deep South”, where Malay
Muslim militants have fought a long insurgency. But they
rarely strike outside their region-an exception being in
August 2016 when a series of coordinated blasts hit a
string of tourist towns. The country’s notoriously fractious
domestic politics have incubated the worst violence. 

Over the past 10 years Thais have witnessed repeated
rounds of deadly protests, a string of short-lived govern-
ments and two military coups that deposed elected leaders.
The junta says its 2014 coup-the 12th time generals have
successfully seized power-was needed to bring stability and
root out corruption. But critics say the military is deeply
hostile to ousted premiers Thaksin Shinawatra and his sister
Yingluck, whose parties have won every poll since 2001. 

Their billionaire clan is popular among Thailand’s rural
and urban poor and they have urged a return to elec-
tions. But the Shinawatras are hated by Bangkok’s mili-
tary-backed elite, who accuse the family of corruption
and nepotism. In a statement on Facebook to mark the
coup Yingluck decried a lack of “concrete reform” and
warned that three years of military rule risked becoming a
“waste of time”.—AFP 

SEOUL: North Korea yesterday declared its medium-
range Pukguksong-2 missile ready for deployment after
a weekend test, the latest step in its quest to defy UN
sanctions and develop a weapon capable of striking US
targets. The state-run Korean Central News Agency said
the North’s leader Kim Jong-Un oversaw Sunday’s
launch, which sparked a fresh chorus of international
condemnation and threats of tougher sanctions. It was
the latest in a series of launches this year, as Pyongyang
steps up its efforts to develop an intercontinental ballis-
tic missile (ICBM) capable of delivering a nuclear war-
head to the continental United States-something
President Donald Trump has vowed “won’t happen”. 

The launches, and a threatened sixth nuclear test,
have fuelled tension with the Trump administration,
which has warned that military intervention was an
option under consideration, sending fears of conflict
spiraling. The latest missile tested was the Pukguksong-
2, which uses solid fuel that allows for immediate firing,
KCNA said. So far almost all the North’s missiles have
been liquid-fuelled, which have to be time-consuming-
ly filled with propellant before launch. 

Solid fuel missiles can be fired far more rapidly, dra-
matically shortening the time available for any attempt
to intervene and prevent a launch. Kim said “with pride”
that the Pukguksong-2 was a “very accurate” missile
and a “successful strategic weapon”, KCNA said, adding
he “approved the deployment of this weapon system
for action”. The launch “completely verified” the reliabili-
ty and accuracy of the device, and its late-stage war-
head guidance system, KCNA said, adding the test
results were “perfect”. 

Images carried by the Rodong Sinmun-the official
mouthpiece of the ruling Workers’ Party of Korea-
showed a smiling Kim clapping surrounded by his
aides in an outdoor observation post as the missile
shot up into the air. It also had several pictures of the
Earth said to have been taken from the rocket from
space-the first such pictures released by the North. Kim
“said he was very happy to see pictures of the Earth
taken by our rocket and that the world looks beautiful”,
KCNA said, adding that he ordered the missile to be
“rapidly mass-produced”.

UN emergency talks    
Seoul military officials have previously said the

Pukguksong-2 — a land-based version of Pyongyang’s
submarine-launched weapon-uses solid fuel. The mis-
sile, which was described by Washington as medium-
range, was fired from Pukchang in South Phyongan
province and travelled about 500 kilometers before
landing in the Sea of Japan, according to the South’s
armed forces. The rocket used a cold-launch system,
KCNA said. The technology uses compressed gas to
propel a missile upwards before its engine ignites in
mid-air. It is considered safer and also makes it easier to
hide the launch location. A spokesman for Seoul’s Joint
Chiefs of Staff told reporters that according to South
Korean and US intelligence authorities, the launch had
provided the North with data to improve its missiles’
reliability. But he added: “Our position is that the stable
re-entry of the warhead needs more verification.”

The US, South Korea and Japan sharply denounced
the launch and jointly requested an emergency meet-
ing of the United Nations Security Council, which will
be held today. The test-firing came just one week after
the North launched a Hwasong-12 intermediate-range
missile, which according to Pyongyang was capable of
carrying a “heavy” nuclear warhead”. 

Analysts said that at 4,500 kilometers the Hwasong-
12 had a longer range than any previous ballistic mis-
sile successfully tested by the North, putting US bases
on the Pacific island of Guam within reach-and that it
could serve as a platform to develop a long-range
ICBM. Sunday’s Pukguksong-2 launch was unlikely to
be the last, said Kim Dong-Yub, a missile expert at
Kyungnam University’s Institute of Far Eastern Studies.
“This will ultimately lead to the development of a solid-
fuel ICBM,” he said.So far Washington has opted for
sanctions and diplomatic pressure, while looking to
China, the North’s closest ally, to help rein in
Pyongyang.

South Korea’s new President Moon Jae-In has previ-
ously taken a more conciliatory line towards
Pyongyang than his conservative predecessors, but has
reacted strongly to the latest two missile tests. Seoul’s
foreign ministry slammed the “reckless and irresponsi-
ble” weekend firing as “throwing cold water on the
hope and longing of the new government and the
international community” for denuclearization and
peace on the Korean peninsula. 

Pyongyang has long had missiles that can reach tar-
gets across South Korea and Japan, and South Koreans
have been somewhat desensitized to the constant
nuclear threats hurled by their belligerent northern
neighbor. But some residents in the capital said the lat-
est string of launches was becoming disturbing. “Every
time North Korea fires a missile, I feel nervous,” said col-
lege student Yoon Shin-Hong. “Because we’re in a situa-
tion where we don’t know when war might break out,
it’s nerve-wracking.”—AFP 

KATHMANDU: Rescuers on Everest found
the body of a missing Indian climber yes-
terday, taking the toll from a deadly week-
end on the world’s highest peak to four.
Three other climbers died on Everest over
the weekend, one of the deadliest episodes
since an avalanche swept through base
camp two years ago, killing 18. All the fatal-
ities appear to be related to altitude sick-
ness. Indian climber Ravi Kumar, 27,
reached the summit on Saturday but lost
contact shortly after. His Nepali guide man-
aged to reach Camp 4, just below 8,000
meters, but sustained severe frostbite.  

“A search and rescue team saw his body,”
Thupden Sherpa of Arun Treks and
Expeditions said.    Sherpa said that Kumar’s
body was spotted about 200 meters from
the main route and the team was assessing
the feasibility of retrieving it. An American
doctor Roland Yearwood and Slovak
climber Vladimir Strba both perished on
Sunday above the 8,000 meter mark-an
area known as the mountain’s “death zone”
where the thin air heightens the risk of alti-
tude sickness.

An Australian climber died on the Tibet
side of the mountain, local media reported,
quoting the Tibet Mountaineering
Association. The 54-year-old from
Queensland was reportedly hit by altitude
sickness after reaching 7,500 meters and
died as he was trying to descend. His name
has not yet been officially released.

Ongoing climbs 
More than a dozen climbers have been

rescued from the 8,848 meter mountain in

the last three days after running into diffi-
culties on the world’s highest peak, heli-
copter rescue operators said. The season
has been marked by strong winds and
unusually cold temperatures, the weather
calmed over the weekend, opening a nar-
row window for climbers to make a bid for
the top. Despite the large numbers crowd-
ing towards the peak, there have been no
reports of long queues.

Over a hundred climbers are expected
to attempt to summit from Nepal’s south
side yesterday before the weather changes
in the next few days and brings strong
winds, according to forecasts. “Today there
might be as many as 150 climbers reaching
the top from the Nepal side, but it isn’t a
record number,” Ang Tsering Sherpa, head
of the Nepal Mountaineering Association,
said. In 2012, 255 climbers summited from
both sides of the mountain in a single day,
Sherpa said.

Legendary Swiss climber Ueli Steck died
in late April while on an acclimatization
climb, and 85-year-old Min Bahadur
Sherchan perished in May while attempt-
ing to reclaim his title as the world’s oldest
person to summit Everest. More than 120
climbers have successfully summited
Everest from the south side so far this sea-
son, with another 80 reaching the peak
from the Tibet side. Hundreds are still wait-
ing to summit before the monsoon arrives
in early June, marking the end of the short
spring climbing season. Last year Everest
claimed the lives of five climbers, while a
total of 640 people summited from both
sides of the mountain.—AFP 

MUMBAI: Women activists campaigning to
end female genital mutilation (FGM) in a
minority Muslim community in India hailed
a minister’s pledge to introduce a law to
end the centuries-old custom. FGM is
secretly carried out by the close-knit
Dawoodi Bohra community, a Shiite
Muslim sect thought to number up to 2
million worldwide that considers the prac-
tice a religious obligation. 

Maneka Gandhi, the Minister for women
and child development, told the Hindustan
Times newspaper this weekend she would
write to state governments and the Bohra
spiritual leader - the Syedna- to issue an
edict to end FGM because it is a crime. “If
the Syedna does not respond, then we will
bring in a law to ban the practice in India,”
she was quoted as saying.

Debate on the subject has long been
taboo, even as a group of Bohra women
subjected to FGM as girls called for the
government to ban the ritual, called khat-
na. In most cases, part of the clitoral hood
is cut, but in some cases girls have had part
or the entire clitoris cut. “This is a huge vic-
tory for us,” said Masooma Ranalvi of Speak
Out on FGM, whose change.org petition to
end FGM in India has garnered more than
90,000 signatures. 

“There is a deep division within the
community, and even a law will not end
the practice immediately. But at least the
issue is  out in the open now.” A
spokesman for Syedna Mufaddal
Saifuddin in Mumbai did not respond to
an email seeking comment. A spokes-
woman for Syedna Taher Fakhruddin, who

leads one faction of the community, said
Fakhruddin stood by an earlier statement
that khatna should only be allowed after
women “attain legal adulthood” and are
free to make their own decisions.

UNICEF estimates about 200 million
girls worldwide have undergone FGM,
which often causes serious physical and
psychological problems. Campaigners say
this is an underestimate because it is only
based on data from 27 African countries
along with Yemen, Iraqi Kurdistan and
Indonesia.  Earlier this month, India’s
Supreme Court asked the government and
four states to respond to a petition seeking
a ban on FGM.

The practice among Dawoodi Bohras
captured international attention when a
court in Australia last November found two
members of the diaspora community guilty
of cutting two girls. A Bohra religious
leader was convicted of being an accessory.
More than a dozen Bohra communities in
Europe and the United States have passed
resolutions against the practice. 

A similar resolution is what is needed in
India, not a new law, said Flavia Agnes, a
lawyer and co-founder of legal centre
Majlis for women’s rights. “FGM is clearly a
sexual assault against a minor and can be
prosecuted under existing sections of the
Indian Penal Code and the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences Act,” she told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “This is
an educated, progressive community; they
have to resolve to end the practice them-
selves. It is not the lack of a law that is the
problem, it is the lack of a will.”—Reuters

MANILA: The Philippines and China played
down yesterday a warning by President
Rodrigo Duterte that China would go to
war if the Philippines drilled for oil in the dis-
puted South China Sea. The outspoken
Philippine president has been facing criti-
cism at home for being what some people
see as too soft on China over a long-running
territorial dispute. Duterte met China’s
President Xi Jinping for talks in Beijing last
week and later said Xi had warned him there
would be war if the Philippines tried to
explore for oil in a disputed stretch of sea.

Foreign Secretary Alan Peter Cayetano
said their meeting was frank and friendly,
and the discussion was largely about pre-
venting conflict, not threatening it. “The
conversation was very frank. 

There was mutual respect, there was
mutual trust,” Cayetano told reporters.
“The context was not threatening each
other, that we will go to war. The context
is how do we stabilize the region and how
do we prevent conflict.” He added: “I will
not contradict the president’s words. I am
just telling you ... my interpretation: there
was no bullying or pushing around, it was
not a threat.”

Speaking in Beijing, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying also

sought to make light of Duterte’s com-
ments, noting he and Xi had agreed to
“strengthen communication” on important
bilateral issues. China was willing to work
with the Philippines to handle disputes
peacefully, she told reporters. Duterte
made no mention of the issue during an
unusually news briefing yesterday before
he left for Russia. 

Duterte’s critics have made much of his
refusal to push China to comply with a rul-
ing last year by the Permanent Court of
Arbitration in The Hague, at the end of a
case brought by the Philippines against
China, which was largely in favor of the
Philippines.  China has never recognized
the case. The court said the Philippines had
a sovereign right to access offshore oil and
gas fields in its Exclusive Economic Zone.
Duterte’s rivals have likened his refusal to
insist that China abide by the ruling as akin
to surrendering sovereignty.

Senate minority leader, Frank Drilon, said
the government “should not allow our
country to be bullied and threatened,” while
former foreign minister Albert del Rosario
said Manila should do joint maritime patrols
with traditional ally the United States, an
idea he said Duterte had jettisoned as part
of his “full embrace of China”. — Reuters

Bomb strikes Thai army hospital
Low intensity bomb injures 21

BANGKOK: Thai soldiers block the entrance of Phramongkutklao Hospital in Bangkok after a bomb wounded more
than 20 people, in Bangkok.—AP

N Korea declares 

missile ready for 

deployment

NORTH KOREA:  This undated picture released from
North Korea’s official Korean Central News Agency
(KCNA) shows North Korean ground-to-ground
medium-to-long range strategic ballistic missile
Pukguksong-2 being launched in a test-fire.—AFP

Mt Everest toll mounts to 

four as rescuers find body

NEPAL: In this photograph Mount Everest (Background) and the Nupse-Lohtse mas-
sif (Foreground) are seen from the village of Tembuche in the Kumbh region of
north-eastern Nepal.—AFP
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